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.OFigure Data: BA0807

Mini-UZI Submachine Gun (Israel)

Beretta Pistol (Italy)

Machete (U.S.A.)
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Subject: Gripper'" (legal name
unknown)

Distinguishing Physical Char

acteristics: 6' 1"; 210 lbs., Right
hand consists of adjustable iron
clamp into which specially made
weapons fit; wears a black
eyepatch and red beret; uniform
contains official patch of the French
Foreign Legion

Military Specialty: Excels in hand-
to-hand combat; uses vise-gripping
hand to best advantage

GRIPPER'S weapons have been
specially adapted to fit into his iron
fist.

Weapons: Presumed expert in use
of the following weapons.

From the Files of The FORCE OF

FREEDOM": (Authorized Per

sonnel Only!)

Before GRIPPER joined the
French Foreign Legion, he was a
mercenary fighter who couldn't get
a job! No army would have him
because of his infamous reputation
as a totally ruthless fighter. The
tough Foreign Legion sent GRIP
PER to a dangerous desert outpost.
But after two months they kicked
him out because he would not
acknowledge an enemy's white sur
renderflag.

GRIPPER'S vise grip holds his
weapons very tightly, so he prefers
using it over his real hand His
weapons are specially adapted to
fit into his iron fist. When he meets
newS.A.V.A.G.E Army members
he loves to shake their hands - they
get the surprise of their lives. I

GRIPPER has threatened that the
next time he meets RAMBO he's
going to carve his initials into
RAMBO's chest!

Ages: 5&Up
Pack: 12

Weight: 1.6 lbs.
Cube: .9'

Battle-Action, Quad-UZI

Attack Shield!

GRIPPER is probably the most
heavily armed man in the
S.A.VA.G.E. Army. When chal
lenged, he faces his opponent with
4 matching UZI guns. (Pressing the
switch activates the motorized
Quad-UZI Attack Shield!).

Actual Size: articulated
figure

Military Record: Former member
of the French Foreign Legion; dis
missed after failing to recognize
surrender flag. Currently second-in-
command to Sgt. Havoc" in the
S.A.V.A G.E. Army

Accessories: Battle-action Quad-
UZI Attack Shield, Beretta Pistol,
machete, belt and holster with gre
nades, ankle holster, plus official
I D. card
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